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Specifications

General
Coolant type
Mixture ratio
Radiator cap pressure rating
VT600
VT750
Thermostatic fan switch
Closes circuit at
Opens circuit at
Coolant temperature sensor resistance
VT600 (1988 through 2000), VT750DC
At 50 degrees С (122 degrees F)
At 80 degrees С (176 degrees F)
At 120 degrees С (248 degrees F)
VT600 (2001 on), VT750C/CD
112 to 118 degrees С (259 to 270 degrees F)
Below 108 degrees С (252 degrees F)

See Chapter 1
See Chapter 1
88 to 127 kPa (0.9 to 1.3 kgf/cm2, 12.8 to 18 psi)
108 to 137 kPa (1.1 to 1.4 kgf/cm2f 16 to 20 psi)
98 to 102 degrees С (208 to 216 degrees F)
93 to 97 degrees С (199 to 207 degrees F)
130 to 180 ohms
45 to 60 ohms
10 to 20 ohms
Starts to close (continuity)
Starts to open (no continuity)

Thermostat rating
Valve opening temperature
Valve fully open at
Valve travel (when fully open)

80 to 84-degrees С (176 to 183-degrees F)
95-degrees С (203-degrees F)
Not less than 8 mm (5/16-inch)

Torque specifications
Coolant temperature sensor
Filler neck flange-to-thermostat housing cover bolts
Thermostat housing cover bolts
VT600
VT750
Thermostatic fan switch
VT600, VT750DC
VT750C/CD
Water pump cover bolts

10 Nm (84 in-lbs)
9 Nm (78 in-lbs)
10 Nm (84 in-lbs)
9 Nm (78 in-lbs)
18 Nm (156 in-lbs)
8 Nm (70 in-lbs)
13 Nm (108 in-lbs)

See Chapter 1
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3.2 Loosen the hose clamp and detach the lower
radiator hose from the water pump

1

General information

The models covered by this manual are liquid-cooled. The liquidcooling system uses a water/antifreeze mixture to carry away excess
heat produced during the combustion process. The cylinders are surrounded by water jackets, through which the coolant is circulated by
the water pump. The pump is mounted on the left side of the
crankcase and is driven by the oil pump shaft. Coolant is pumped
through a flexible hose into the front cylinder. There, it flows through
the water jacket surrounding the front cylinder. Some coolant exits
through a smaller diameter pipe in the head and goes to the thermostat
housing; the rest exits the front cylinder through a connecting pipe to
the rear cylinder, where it again flows through the rear cylinder water
jacket, exits the rear cylinder through another pipe and flows through a
flexible hose to the thermostat housing. From the thermostat housing,
coolant flows down into the radiator (which is mounted behind the
front wheel, on the front of the frame, to take advantage of maximum
air flow), where it is cooled by the passing air, through another hose
and back to the water pump, where the cycle is repeated.
An electric fan, mounted behind the radiator and automatically
controlled by a thermostatic switch, provides a flow of cooling air
through the radiator when the coolant temperature exceeds a an upper
threshold.
The coolant temperature sending unit, threaded into the thermostat housing, senses the temperature of the coolant and turns on the
coolant temperature warning light on the instrument cluster when the
coolant temperature reaches a dangerous level.
The entire system is sealed and pressurized. The pressure is controlled by a valve which is part of the radiator cap. By pressurizing the
coolant, the boiling point is raised, which prevents premature boiling of
the coolant. An overflow hose, connected between the radiator and
reservoir tank, directs coolant to the tank when the radiator cap valve
is opened by excessive pressure. The coolant is automatically
siphoned back to the radiator as the engine cools.
Many cooling system inspection and service procedures are considered part of routine maintenance and are included in Chapter 1.
Warning 1: Do not allow antifreeze to come in contact with your skin or
painted surfaces of the vehicle. Rinse off spills immediately with plenty
of water. Antifreeze is highly toxic if ingested. Never leave antifreeze
lying around in an open container or in puddles on the floor; children
and pets are attracted by its sweet smell and may drink it Check with
local authorities about disposing of used antifreeze. Many communities
have collection centers which will see that antifreeze is disposed of
safely.
Warning 2: Do not remove the radiator cap when the engine and radiator are hot Scalding hot coolant and steam may be blown out under
pressure, which could cause serious injury. To open the radiator cap,

3.4 The black two-pin connector (upper arrow) for the fan motor
is on the left side, just behind the steering head (the lower arrow
indicates the white turn signal connector)
remove the rear screw from the right side panel on the inside of the fairing (if equipped). When the engine has cooled, lift up the panel and
place a thick rag, like a towel, over the radiator cap; slowly rotate the
cap counterclockwise to the first stop. This procedure allows any residual pressure to escape. When the steam has stopped escaping, press
down on the cap while turning counterclockwise and remove it.

2

Radiator cap - check

If problems such as overheating and loss of coolant occur, check
the entire system as described in Chapter 1. The radiator cap opening
pressure should be checked by a dealer service department or service
station equipped with the special tester required to do the job. If the
cap is defective, replace it.

3

Radiator - removal and installation

Refer to illustrations 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.7a, 3.7b, 3.8 and 3.10
Warning: The engine must be completely cool before beginning this
procedure.
1
Set the bike on its side stand. Disconnect the cable from the negative terminal of the battery.
2
Place a drain pan under the water pump, loosen the lower radiator hose clamp at the pump, detach the hose from the pump (see
illustration) and drain the coolant.
3
Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 4) and the steering head covers (see Chapter 8).
4
Follow the wiring harness from the fan motor to the two-pin black
electrical connector on the left side, right behind the steering head
(see illustration). Unplug this connector and carefully disentangle the
fan motor harness so it doesn't snag other wiring when the radiator is
removed.
5
On VT600 models, disconnect the horn leads and remove the
horn (see Chapter 9).
6
Loosen the hose clamp on the upper radiator hose (see illustration) and detach the hose. Loosen the hose clamp on the lower hose
too, if you can. On some models it's easier to remove the lower hose
with the radiator, because the hose clamp screw is not accessible until
the radiator has been removed.
7
Remove the radiator mounting bolt from the bottom of the radiator on VT600 models or from the upper end on VT750 models (see
illustrations).
8
Lift up the radiator and disengage the two rubber insulators on
the underside of the radiator from the insulator bracket on the frame.
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3.6 Loosen the upper radiator hose clamp and detach the upper
hose from the radiator (VT600 model shown; on VT750 models,
the upper hose is attached to the center of the upper
backside of the radiator)

3.7b On VT750 models, the radiator mounting bolt is up top, right
above the radiator

3.8 On VT600 models, seat the two rubber insulators on the upper
backside of the radiator in their saddles on the frame when
installing the radiator

3.7a On VT600 models, the radiator mounting bolt is
below the radiator
On VT600 models, there are also two Insulators located on the upper
backside of the radiator (see illustration).
9
Remove the radiator.
10 Detach the lower radiator hose from the radiator, if you were
unable to do so earlier, and remove the grille from the radiator. On
VT600 models, the radiator grille is secured to the radiator by a single
screw at the upper end of the grille; on VT750 models, the grille is
secured by the same bolt that attaches the radiator to the frame (see
illustration).
11 If the radiator is to be repaired or replaced, remove the insulators
(see illustration 3.10) and remove the fan assembly and the thermostatic fan switch (see Section 4).
12 Carefully inspect the radiator for signs of leaks and any other damage. If repairs are necessary, take the radiator to a reputable radiator
repair shop. If the radiator is clogged, or if large amounts of rust or scale
have formed, the repair shop will also do a thorough cleaning job.
13 Make sure the spaces between the cooling tubes and fins are
clear. If necessary, use compressed air or running water to remove
anything that may be clogging them. If the fins are bent or flattened,
straighten them very carefully with a small screwdriver.
14 Inspect the radiator hoses for cracks, tears and other damage. Be
sure to replace the hoses if they are damaged or deteriorated.
15 Installation is the reverse of the removal procedure.
16 Refill the cooling system with the recommended coolant (see
Chapter 1).

3.10 On VT600 models, detach the lower radiator hose (A);
remove the rubber insulators (B) if necessary
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4.3 Thermostatic fan switch test
4.1 The VT600 fan switch (arrow) is at the lower right rear corner
of the radiator (radiator removed for clarity); the VT750 switch is
at the lower left side of the radiator

4

Cooling fan and thermostatic fan switch - check and
replacement

Check
Refer to illustrations 4.1 and 4.3
1
If the engine is overheating and the cooling fan isn't coming on,
remove the right side cover (see Chapter 8) and check the 10A fan
motor fuse (see Chapter 9). If the fuse is blown, check the fan motor
circuit for a short to ground (see the Wiring diagrams at the end of this
book). If the fuse is good, locate the fan switch at the lower right rear
corner of the radiator on VT600 models (see illustration) or at the
lower left side of the radiator on VT750 models. Warm up the engine,
turn the ignition switch to OFF, unplug the electrical connector from
the fan switch, ground the connector with a jumper wire, turn the ignition switch to ON and note whether the fan motor comes on. If the fan
motor comes on, the fan switch is defective. If the fan motor still doesn't come on, inspect the wiring and the connectors (see Wiring diagrams), then check the fan motor itself.
2
To check the fan motor, remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 4),
remove the steering head covers (see Chapter 8), unplug the two-wire
black electrical connector (see illustration 3.4) and, using a pair of
jumper wires connected to the battery terminals, apply battery voltage
to the fan-motor side of the connector. If the fan doesn't come on,
replace the fan motor. If it does come on, the problem is in the wiring
on the switch side of the connector, or the fan switch itself is defective.
3
To check the fan switch, remove the switch (see Step 10), suspend it in a pan of water, heat the water and, using a cooking ther-

4.6 These are the fan motor bracket bolts; one bolt secures a
ground wire

mometer and an ohmmeter, test the switch as shown (see illustration). Warning: Antifreeze is poisonous. Don't use a cooking pan. Note
the temperature at which the switch closes the circuit and compare
this to the temperature listed in this Chapter's Specifications. If the
switch doesn't perform as described, replace it.

Replacement
Fan motor
Refer to illustrations 4.6 and 4.7
Warning: The engine must be completely cool before beginning this
procedure.
4
Disconnect the cable from the negative terminal of the battery.
5
Remove the radiator (see Section 8).
6
Remove the four bolts securing the fan bracket to the radiator
(see illustration). Note how the harnesses for the fan motor and fan
switch are routed and how they're clamped to the fan bracket and to
the radiator; they must be correctly rerouted before the radiator is
installed. Separate the fan and bracket from the radiator.
7
Remove the nut that retains the fan to the motor shaft (see illustration) and remove the fan blade assembly from the motor.
8
Remove the three nuts that secure the fan motor to the bracket
(see illustration 4.7) and detach the motor from the bracket.
9
Installation is the reverse of the removal procedure.

Thermostatic fan switch
Warning: The engine must be completely cool before beginning this
procedure.
10 On VT750 models, remove the radiator (see Section 3).
11 Prepare the new switch by wrapping the threads with Teflon tape
or by coating the threads with RTV sealant. Make sure there's a new

4.7 Here are the fan-to-motor nut (center arrow) and the fan
motor-to-bracket nuts (outer arrows)
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O-ring on the switch.
12 Place a drain pan under the radiator and have some rags handy to
soak up the coolant that will inevitably spill out. Unscrew the switch from
the radiator (see illustration 4.1) and quickly install the new switch,
tightening it to the torque listed in this Chapter's Specifications.
13 Plug the electrical connector into the switch.
14 Check and, if necessary, add coolant to the system (see Chapter 1).

5

Coolant temperature warning system - check and
component replacement

Check
System
Note: Before troubleshooting the coolant temperature warning system,
make sure that the coolant is at the correct level (see Chapter 1) and
there are no leaks in the system.
A
The coolant temperature warning light comes on if the engine
coolant exceeds its normal operating temperature. If the warning light,
or the temperature sensor that turns it on, is defective, you will not
know that the engine is overheating until it is too late. To determine
whether the system is operating correctly, turn the ignition key to the
ON position and watch the coolant temperature warning light (located
in the speedometer). It should come on for a few seconds, then go off.
This verifies that the coolant temperature warning system is operating
correctly on all except 2001 and later VT600 and VT750C/CD models.
2
If the coolant temperature warning light doesn't come on momentarily when the ignition key is turned to ON, or if it stays on all the time,
check the system.
VT600 models (1988 through 2000)
3
Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 4) and the left steering head
cover (see Chapter 8).
4
If the coolant temperature warning light isn't coming on briefly
when the ignition key is turned to ON, locate the electrical connectors
for the black/brown wire and the green/black wire and unplug them.
Turn the ignition key to ON and, using a voltmeter or test light, determine whether there's voltage between the black/brown wire and the
green/black wires on the harness side of the connectors. If there is,
replace the speedometer (see Chapter 9). If there isn't, inspect the harness side of the black/brown and green/black wiring for an open circuit
or for loose connections.
5
If the temperature warning light stays on all the time, locate the
electrical connector for the green/blue wire and unplug it. Using an ohmmeter, determine whether there is continuity between the harness side of
the connector and ground. If there is, look for a short circuit in the
green/blue wire. If there isn't, check the coolant temperature sensor.
VT600 and VT750C/CD models (2001 on)
6
Turn the ignition switch to the ON position. The temperature indicator lamp should not light. If it does, follow the wiring harness from
the light to the thermosensor, checking for a break or bad connection.
Make any necessary repairs and retest.
VT750 C/CD models (1998 through 2000), VT750DC models
7
Remove the headlight lens and reflector (see Chapter 9). (Don't
remove the headlight housing, just remove the lens and reflector; the
wiring for the coolant temperature sensor and the warning light is
inside the headlight housing.)
8
If the coolant temperature warning light isn't coming on briefly
when the ignition key is turned to ON, unplug the black six-pin electrical connector for the speedometer. Turn the ignition key to ON and,
using a voltmeter or test light, determine whether there's voltage
between the black/brown wire and the green/blue wires on the harness
side of the connector. If there is, replace the speedometer (see Chapter 9). If there isn't, inspect the harness side of the black/brown and
green/blue wires for an open circuit or for loose connections.
9
If the temperature warning light stays on all the time, unplug the
black six-pin electrical connector for the speedometer. Using an ohm-

5.14 The coolant temperature sensor (arrow) is installed in the
thermostat housing (VT600 shown; VT750 similar)
meter, determine whether there is continuity between the harness side of
the green/blue wire and ground. If there is, look for a short circuit in the
green/blue wire. If there isn't, check the coolant temperature sensor.

Coolant temperature sensor
10 Remove the coolant temperature sensor (see Step 11).
11 Suspend the temperature sensor in a pan of 50/50
antifreeze/water mixture (plain water will boil before it reaches the
maximum test temperature). Heat the water and test the sensor with a
cooking thermometer and an ohmmeter (see illustration 4.3). Warning: Antifreeze is poisonous. Don't use the pan or thermometer for
cooking after this test. Note the temperature at which the resistance
changes and compare your observations to the sensor resistance
listed in this Chapter's Specifications. If the sensor doesn't operate as
specified, replace it.

Replacement
Coolant temperature sensor
Refer to illustration 5.14
Warning: The engine must be completely cool before beginning this
procedure.
12 Drain the coolant (see Chapter 1).
13 Prepare the new coolant temperature sensor by wrapping the
threads with Teflon tape or by coating the threads with RTV sealant.
14 Unscrew the coolant temperature sensor (see illustration) from
the thermostat housing.
15 Install the new sensor and tighten it to the torque listed in this
Chapter's Specifications.
16 Reconnect the electrical connector to the sensor.
17 Refill the cooling system (see Chapter 1).

Speedometer
18

Refer to Chapter 9.

6

Thermostat - removal, check and installation

Removal
Refer to illustrations 6.5a, 6.5b, 6.6 and 6.7
Warning: The engine must be completely cool before beginning this
procedure.
1
If the thermostat is functioning correctly, the engine should warm
up quickly, within a few minutes (unless the temperature is cold), and
should not overheat (indicated by the coolant temperature warning
light coming on). If the engine does not reach normal operating temperature quickly, or if it overheats, the thermostat should be removed,
checked and, if necessary, replaced.
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6.5a Remove this siphon tube (A), the filler neck-to-bracket bolt
(B) and the flange-to-cover bolts (C) (one bolt hidden)
2
Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 4) and the steering head covers (see Chapter 8).
3
On VT600 models, remove the air cleaner housing cover and filter
element (see Chapter 1) and remove the air cleaner housing (see Chapter 4).
4
Drain the cooling system (see Chapter 1).

6.5b Detach the radiator filler neck flange from the thermostat
housing and remove the O-ring (thermostat housing assembly
removed for clarity)
5
Detach the siphon tube (see illustration) from the radiator filler
neck. Remove the bolt that secures the filler neck flange to the filler
neck bracket and the two bolts that secure the flange to the thermostat
housing cover. Separate the filler neck flange from the housing cover
(see illustration) and discard the old O-ring.
6
Remove the thermostat housing cover bolts (see illustration) and
remove the cover.
7
Note how the thermostat is oriented in the thermostat housing
(see iljustration), then remove it from the housing and discard the old
O-ring!

Check
Refer to illustration 6.9
8
Remove any coolant deposits, then visually check the thermostat
for corrosion, cracks and other damage. If it was open when it was
removed, it is defective. Check the O-ring for cracks and other damage.
9
To check the thermostat's operation, submerge it in a container of
water along with a thermometer (see illustration). Warning: Antifreeze
is poisonous. Don't use a cooking pan. The thermostat should be suspended so it does not touch the container.
10 Gradually heat the water in the container with a hot plate or stove
6.6 Remove the thermostat housing cover bolts (arrows) and lift
off the cover

Must be
completely
<pj> submerged.

They must not touch the container
sides or bottom

6.7 Note how the thermostat is installed, then remove it and
discard the old O-ring

6.9 Heat the thermostat in a pan of water and note the
temperatures when it starts to open and when it's fully open
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8.2 The VT600 coolant reservoir is under the swingarm, behind
the engine; the lower hose (arrow) is the siphon t u b e . . .
and check the temperature when the thermostat first starts to open.
Continue heating the water and check the temperature when the thermostat is fully open.
11 Compare your results to the specified thermostat opening temperature range listed in this Chapter's Specifications.
12 If the thermostat does not open as described, replace it.

Installation
13 Install the thermostat into the housing, spring end first (see illustration 6.7).
14 Install a new O-ring in the groove in the thermostat housing.
15 Place the cover on the housing, install the cover screws and
tighten them to the torque listed in this Chapter's Specifications.
16 Install a new O-ring on the filler neck flange.
17 Attach the filler neck flange to the thermostat housing cover,
install the flange-to-cover bolts and tighten them to the torque listed in
this Chapter's Specifications.
18 Reattach the filler neck flange to the frame bracket and tighten
the bolt securely.
19 Reattach the siphon tube to the radiator filler neck. If the wire
retainer is fatigued, replace it.
20 On VT600 models, install the air cleaner housing (see Chapter 4),
the filter element and the air cleaner housing cover (see Chapter 1).
21 Install the steering head covers (see Chapter 8) and the fuel tank
(see Chapter 4).
22 Fill the cooling with the recommended coolant (see Chapter 1).

7

8.6 . . . and the upper hose (arrow) is the overflow tube
8
Installation is the reverse of removal.
9
Fill the cooling system with the recommended coolant (see Chapter 1).

8

Coolant reservoir - removal and installation

Refer to illustration 8.2, 8.6, 8.7a, 8.7b and 8.7c
1
Drain the cooling system (see Chapter 1).
2
On VT600 models, the coolant reservoir (see illustration) is located
behind the engine, below the swingarm pivot bolt and (on California
models) in front of the evaporative canister. Raise the motorcycle under
the rear part of the frame and support it securely with jack stands.
3
On VT600 California models, remove the evaporative canister (see
Chapter 4).
4
On VT750 models, the coolant reservoir is located ahead of the
engine, behind and below the radiator.
5
On VT750 models, remove the radiator (see Section 3).
6
Place a container under the reservoir to catch spilled coolant.
Detach the siphon tube (see illustration 8.2) and the overflow tube
(see illustration).
7
On VT600 models, remove the filler neck retaining nut (see illustration) and the reservoir retaining bolt (see illustration) and detach the

Thermostat housing - removal and installation

Warning: The engine must be completely cool before beginning this
procedure.
1
Remove the fuel tank (see Chapter 4) and the steering head covers (see Chapter 8).
2
On VT600 models, remove the air cleaner housing cover and filter
element (see Chapter 1) and remove the air cleaner housing (see Chapter 4).
3
Drain the cooling system (see Chapter 1).
4
Unplug the electrical lead from the coolant temperature sensor
(see illustration 5.13).
5
Detach the siphon tube from the radiator filler neck and remove
the bolt that secures the filler neck flange to the filler neck bracket (see
illustration 6.5a).
6
Loosen the hose clamps and detach both hoses from the thermostat housing.
7
Remove the thermostat housing.

8.7a On VT600 models, remove the filler neck retaining
nut (arrow)...
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8.7b . . . the reservoir retaining bolt (arrow)

8.7c . . . pull this positioning pin out of its grommet in the frame
and remove the reservoir (engine removed for clarity)

9.1 If coolant is leaking from the weep hole (arrow),
replace the water pump

9.5 Remove the hold-down bolts (A) and cover bolts (B)
and lift off the cover

reservoir position pin from the grommet in the frame (see illustration).
8
On VT750 models, remove the reservoir retaining bolt and the
filler neck retaining nut.
9
Remove the reservoir.
10 Installation is the reverse of removal. Be sure to fill the cooling
system when you're done (see Chapter 1).

from a bad cover O-ring, replace the O-ring. If the pump is leaking from
the weep hole, replace the pump.
3
If there is any sign of oil in the area around the water pump, the
pump housing O-ring may be damaged. Remove the pump and
replace the pump housing O-ring.

Removal, inspection and O-ring replacement
9

Water pump - check, removal and installation

Check
Refer to illustration 9.1
Note: The water pump on these models can't be overhauled - it must
be replaced as a unit.
1
Inspect the area around the water pump for coolant leaks. Try to
determine whether the leak is simply the result of a loose hose clamp
or deteriorated hose, or whether it's leaking from a damaged pump
cover O-ring or from the "weep hole" (coolant drainage passage) in the
underside of the pump body (see illustration).
2
If the leak appears to be caused by a loose hose clamp, tighten
the clamp, clean up the area, ride the bike and verify that the leak has
been fixed. If the leak appears to be caused by a damaged hose, drain
the coolant (see Chapter 1) and replace the hose. If the pump is leaking

Refer to illustrations 9.5, 9.8 and 9.10
4
Remove the engine (see Chapter 2).
5
To inspect the pump cover or the impeller, or to replace the pump
cover O-ring, remove the cover bolts (see illustration) and separate
the cover from the water pump body.
6
Try to wiggle the water pump impeller back-and-forth and in-andout. If you can feel movement, the water pump must be replaced.
7
Inspect the impeller blades for corrosion. If they are heavily corroded, replace the water pump and flush the system thoroughly
(it would also be a good idea to check the internal condition of the
radiator).
8
If the cause of the leak was a defective cover O-ring, remove the
old O-ring (see illustration) and install a new one.
9
Install the pump cover and tighten the pump cover bolts to the
torque listed in this Chapter's Specifications.
10 If the pump housing O-ring or the pump itself must be replaced,
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9.8 Locate the cover dowels (arrows); install a new
O-ring if the old one is damaged

9.10 Remove the pump hold-down bolts and pull the pump
straight out; use a new O-ring (arrow) on installation

9.12a When installing the water pump, make sure that this slot in
the pump s h a f t . . .

9.12b . . . is aligned with this ridge on the end of the
oil pump shaft

remove the pump from the engine by pulling it straight out (see illustration).

12 The water pump is driven off the left end of the oil pump shaft.
Make sure the slot in the pump shaft is engaged properly with the ridge
on the end of the oil pump shaft (see illustrations).
13 Install the engine (see Chapter 2).
14 Fill the cooling system with the recommended coolant (see Chapter 1), ride the bike and check for leaks.

Installation
Refer to illustrations 9.12a and 9.12b
11 Before installing the pump, smear a little engine oil on the pump
housing O-ring.
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Notes

